A new error correcting scheme is introduced in this paper. The 
Introduction
With the development of computer science, AIDC (Automatic Identification and Data Capture) has been more and more universal, among which the barcode technology is extraordinary that it helps people to improve efficiency in Manufacturing, Logistics and Retail, etc.
A barcode is an optical machine-readable representation of data [1] . Original barcode represents data in the widths (lines) and the spacings of parallel lines, which is called 1-d barcode. Afterward, people extend the 1-d barcode by using the redundancy in column dimension, for the modes of squares, dots, hexagons and other geometric patterns within images termed into 2D (2 dimensional) matrix or symbol, and 2D systems are still generally referred to as barcodes as well [2] . The step of enhancing the information capacity of barcode has not stopped in recent years, some people bring color dimension as the third dimension into the 2-d barcode system, building a serious of color-2-d barcode system, which is also been called 3-d barcode.
PDF417 [3] was invented in 1991 by Wang and Ynjiun P, and considered to be the first 2-d barcode. It can be regard as stacking a serious of 1-d barcode in a rectangular space. So the capacity of PDF417 could be hundred multiple of the traditional 1-d barcode. To achieve even more large information capacity, Color-PDF417 [4] has been brought out by Yang at 2006. Error correcting schemes were not widely used in early barcode systems. In most cases, people just use a simple parity bit to verify data. With the growth of capacity, Reed-Solomon code (RS code) has been introduced into barcode systems [5] . Some of 1-d barcode and almost every 2-d barcode use RS code to protect their information against the growth of errors. The decoding procedure of RS code is based on finite field. With the growth of code length, the cost of decoding is growing even faster. It can not meet the requirement of color-barcode which has much longer codewords. So we need a new code to dispose the problem in color-barcode. This paper is organized as follow: after a brief introduce of barcode and its error correcting scheme in the first section, we recommend the color-PDF417 and its present error correcting scheme In section 2; a new array code which is called GE code is introduced in the third section; and the details of our error correcting scheme based on GE code is illustrated in section 4 and some tests and results could be found in section 5; the last section of this paper is a conclusion and our future works.
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In the following section, we first analyze the generation methods and error correcting schemes of PDF417 and color-PDF417, then we explain the reason why a new error correcting scheme is needed.
PDF417
PDF417, short for Portable Data File 417, is a 2D barcode with high data density. A single PDF417 symbol can be regarded as multiple linear bar-codes (called "rows") stacked above with each other. This is the reason why the PDF417 symbology is sometimes called a "stacked linear symbology". The overall shape of a PDF417 is rectangular. The size of the symbol can be modified by the user. The ratio of the widths of the bars (or blanks) to each other encodes the information in a PDF417 symbol. So the printing accuracy and a suitable printer resolution are important for high quality PDF417 symbols.
RS code based on GF(929) is used in PDF417 to generate parity bits. PDF417 choose 3 as the primitive element of the finite field, it means each element in GF(929) could be denoted as 3 n where 0 928 n  . So the syndromes j S could also be denoted as this form. Let 
g has been given in [6] , and it also brought out a table look-up method to decrease the complexity in the encoding/decoding procedure of PDF417.
Color-PDF417
The bar-code technology is sweeping the world in the financial trade, Golden ticket, security and other fields. Barcode with high density of information, recognition rate, reliability and security are increasing. The data capacity of present 2-d bar-code is only about several thousand bytes. We could increase the size and density to solve this problem, but it will bring in new problems. So a third dimension is considered, such as time dimension, space dimension and color dimension. Among which color dimension is the simplest and easiest for print-scan applications.
Color-PDF417, which was introduced in [4] , is a color extension of PDF417. PDF417 use .if we make bar color set of size p and blank color set of size q to extend the PDF417, the capacity of its codewords space is ( 2 1)( 2 _ 2)
times to the traditional PDF417. As we know, it's difficult to calculate RS code in such a large finite field, Yang brought in LDPC [7] as the error correcting code in her colorbarcode scheme. But LDPC has better efficient in erasure channels, so how to detect the erasure errors is a new problem.
GE code
We give a brief introduction of GE code in the following section. GE code, which is introduced in [8] by Chen and Wang, is a serious of array codes with multi-errors tolerant ability. In GE code, information symbols are laid in an array of size nn  , using the last t rows 
Generate a constant weight code ( , 1, ,( ) / ( 1)) C n t n t n t t n      , which also could be denoted as ( , 1, , ( ) / ( 1)) C k n n k k n k n      . It means to select () n t t  dots from the matrix ' A . If we denote them as , ij C , the selected dots can be shown as follow:
3. Divide these dots into k sets randomly, if we denote a random dot of the above matrix as , figure.3 show the successful recognize probability as a function of random errors when the erasure error is high and low separately. In these figures we can see that as the rising of the c, the successful recognize probability of the barcodes without our error correcting scheme are decrease quickly, and the barcodes with our error correcting scheme could maintain a acceptable recognize probability when the barcodes without our error correcting scheme is not two high.
An Error correcting scheme for Color-PDF417 Zheng Chen 104 Figure 4 . Recognize probability as a function of erasure errors parameter p01 when the random error is high . Recognize probability as a function of erasure errors parameter p10 when the random error is high Figure 7 . Recognize probability as a function of erasure errors parameter p10 when the random error is low Figure. 4 to Figure.7 Especially, as the barcode became dirty and the light became dark, the successful decoding probability of the scheme without GE coding are declined rapidly, and our scheme could obtain much better results.
In some results, the barcodes almost can not be recognizing without our coding, and if go throw the decoding procedure, it could almost completely recognizable.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce Color-PDF417 3-d barcode and employ GE code as basement to construct a new error correcting scheme for Color-PDF417. We construct 66 different set of parameters to test its successful recognition probability and draw 6 figures to illustrate the test results of our scheme and the traditional ones. As the figures show, the error correcting scheme based on GE code could greatly improve the recognize probability of Color-PDF417. It is noteworthy that all these services in our scheme are based on simple XOR operations, which makes our system more efficient than other ones, and could let the barcode scanner much more inexpensive.
